Turn your strategy
into reality
Our strategy execution solutions help large organizations
achieve more of their goals, faster, and with less effort

Translate strategy in action and results
Successful strategy execution separates market
leaders from the also-rans. Yet companies
still turn to spreadsheets to manage strategy
execution, compromising their chances of
success from the start.

Introducing i-nexus for Strategy Execution, industry’s leading
strategy execution solution. With the enterprise-readiness
demanded by large organizations and best-practice support for
Hoshin Kanri and other methodologies, i-nexus is the trusted
platform of choice for the world’s largest organizations.

Achieve tighter
alignment

Increase delivery
efficiency

Realize results
faster

Improve
continuously

Alignment of initiatives around
clear goals increases the number
of goals that are successfully met

Improved planning and
management of initiatives
reduces the effort involved to
complete tasks and projects

Faster completion of initiatives
accelerates time-to-value

Measuring results keeps goals
and initiatives on-track, creating
a feedback loop for continuous
improvement

Achieve peak performance with
i-nexus solutions
Whether your organization is seeking a better way of running the business or
changing the business (or both), i-nexus solutions transform how organizations
approach strategy execution, combining software with optional services from our
trusted partners. Our cloud-based solutions address two fundamental and complex
business challenges facing enterprise-scale organisations - the ongoing performance
management of the business; and managing change through the transformation,
development and deployment of forward-looking strategic objectives.
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i-nexus Hoshin Kanri solution

i-nexus Continuous Improvement solution

Harness the power of Hoshin Kanri

1. Define incremental and
breakthrough goals
2. Ensure alignment of goals,
tactics and actions using
X-Matrix charts

Hoshin Kanri is at the heart of the strategy execution systems
of the world’s best-performing organizations. Organizations
that adopt Hoshin Kanri consistently outperform their peers.
Also known as Hoshin Planning, Policy Deployment, Goal
Deployment and Priority Deployment, Hoshin Kanri helps
organizations to consistently achieve their strategic goals and
measure results.
i-nexus is the industry’s leading Hoshin Kanri solution, taking
the “heavy lifting” out of Hoshin Kanri and helping global leaders
to implement, scale and sustain their Hoshin Kanri process.
Whatever the stage of your Hoshin journey, i-nexus has a tailormade solution for you.

5. Review results,
taking course
correction where
necessary

With i-nexus Hoshin Kanri solutions, organizations realize their
business benefits of successfully executing to strategic goals
and accelerating time-to-value.

50% increase in execution
outcomes achieved

30% reduction in non-value
added activities

3. Set, cascade and
negotiate goals
through the
organization with
Catchball
4. Measure results
using KPIs

Increased confidence
in the plan

Greater ownership and
faster course correction

30% increase in return
on investment

25% reduction in project
cycle time

20% increase in
project success

30% increase in project
reuse

Our solutions bring together the very best of i-nexus’
software and services with additional educational materials,
consulting services and training workshops from trusted
partners. Solutions deliver the ease-of-deployment you’d
expect from standardization but without compromising the
solution’s fit with your objectives and requirements.
What’s more, i-nexus strategy execution solutions are tailored
both to your organization’s objectives and also where you are
on your journey to strategy excellence; carefully matching
software and services with your strategy execution maturity
at every step.

Enabling strategy execution
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Introducing i-nexus for Continuous Improvement where your
teams can capture improvement goals and explore which
initiatives best match your goals, before managing and coordinating
these initiatives, from concept and charter through execution to results
and reporting realized value to stakeholders.

Tailor-made solutions from
i-nexus and our partners

Whether you are evaluating strategy execution best-practices or have
been implementing such a methodology for a number of years and
want to take it to the next level, i-nexus - with the support of our
trusted partners - can help you reach peak performance at every
stage of your journey.

With i-nexus, organizations realize the business value of
successfully executing to strategic goals faster and with less
investment, while remaining agile as priorities or market
conditions change.

High-performing organizations are continuously evolving
and improving, taking every available opportunity to better
themselves. The result is scores - sometimes hundreds - of
simultaneous improvement initiatives in different departments,
across business units. often every part of the organization.
Now imagine if all of these initiatives are fully aligned around
clearly-communicated goals, tracked real-time through their
execution, and their results measured using published KPIs.

With i-nexus, you will achieve more of your goals, faster and with less effort.
All in one system that’s accessible securely from anywhere.

Your journey to strategy excellence

i-nexus enables large organizations to successfully deploy
strategy. Starting with capturing strategic goals and cascading
them through the organization, i-nexus then helps prioritize,
align and manage the projects and actions needed to
meet these goals. Plus it provides real-time performance
measurement to gauge results and drive continuous
improvement. All in one tightly integrated platform that’s fullyfeatured and enterprise-ready.

Coordinate your organization-wide
improvement initiatives

Goal Management

Initiative Management

Performance Management

Set, cascade, communicate and
negotiate strategic goals through
the organization, aligning your
teams around strategic success.

Manage, coordinate and track
programs, projects and other
initiatives ensuring resources,
dependencies, schedules
and risks are managed and
communicated.

Measure results from your initiative
investments, using feedback to
make adjustments that drive
improved business performance.

Your success is our success
i-nexus delivers strategic outcomes for our customers through a
combination of best-in-class software and services. Our customer solutions
are uniquely designed to reflect your organization, culture, strategic goals,
processes and frameworks, and other factors; ensuring a hand-in-glove fit
between our solution and your desired outcome.
And that’s just the start of our journey together. As your deployment
progresses and practices for strategy execution mature, the i-nexus team
will be there to help you reach the next level of excellence.

Delivering strategy execution
as-a-service
i-nexus is a subscription-based software-as-a-service (SaaS)
hosted on i-nexus’ secure private cloud. With industry-leading
security and knowing that i-nexus holds ISO 27001 accreditation
for information security, you can be
assured that your data is secure and that
your software is always-on.

About i-nexus
i-nexus is the leading provider of strategy execution solutions, helping
global organizations to turn their strategy into operational reality. Global
leaders turn to i-nexus to translate strategy into action while continuously
measuring results and outcomes. This real-time feedback loop enables
adjustments to strategy as market conditions shift, opportunities arise or
priorities change.
Our customers achieve their strategic goals faster, with greater agility and
responsiveness, and with less effort and lower operational cost.

UK: +44 (0)845 607 0061
USA: +1 855 615 1589
info@i-nexus.com
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See i-nexus in action at i-nexus.com

